Guest Editorial

Protecting Communication Sites Against
Lightning and Transients
By Vinod Bhatnager
hen little or no purpose-designed protection is
provided, direct lightning strikes and the transients following them can create major equipment failures resulting in expensive downtime at communication sites. Lightning research has produced a
large number of effective protection measures reflected
in international safety standards, which define the proper planning, installation and inspection of effective
lightning protection systems.
This article refers to the following standards issued
by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
at Geneva, Switzerland: IEC 61024-1, protection of
building structures against lightning; and IEC 61312-1,
protection of information systems against lightning
electromagnetic pulses. These standards must be used
to protect life, structures and equipment.
The installation of lightning protection costs only a
fraction of the transmission equipment and will be more
than compensated through increase in revenues.
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The problem
The earth is constantly losing electrons. Even though
this is extremely small — 3 mA per square km — globally, it adds up to around 2 kA continuously. Mother
Nature’s way of balancing this current is through a bolt
of lightning striking the earth 150 times every second.
At any given time, about 2,000 thunderstorms are in
progress on the earth. These occur most frequently in
the tropical and subtropical belts surrounding the earth,
where the temperatures and the air humidity are very
high. Countries located relatively close to the equator
are subjected to more frequent lightning strikes and
consequent hazards to human beings, high-rise buildings and electrical and communication installations.
The hazards to communication installations are due
to interference of direct lightning current injections and
high surge voltages induced by the electromagnetic field
of nearby lightning channels/downconductors. The high
energy and high voltage transients generated by the
lightning are called lightning electromagnetic pulses
(LEMPs), which cause flashovers and, in turn, damage
to electronic components, leading to the failure of the
system itself. The damages are worth millions of dollars
each year to telecommunication, mobile radio and other
communication installations.
LEMPs may be produced by direct lightning strikes
to antenna towers/overhead power lines and induction
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on to telecommunication/power cables; induced transient over voltages originating from near strokes via
capacitive/inductive coupling; or communication stations at the end of long power distribution lines, which
are prone to equipment damage due to transients
caused by the switching surges.
As per IEC 61312-1, LEMPs have a typical rise time
of 10 ms with duration of 350 ms (half-value time),
which is a good match to a first-stroke of lightning.
LEMPs are accompanied by an electric field intensity of
up to 500 kV/m, before the lightning strikes and can
reach magnetic field intensity of up to 32 kA/m (200 kA
strike, 1 m distance). This combination of high electric
and magnetic fields can induce high voltage pulses in
unprotected communication lines and antennas from
which pulses would enter the communication equipment. Such high voltages are far above the damage
threshold of most electronic components used in communication equipment.
Telecommunications, mobile radio, broadcasting,
television and military communication sites are particularly vulnerable to strikes of LEMPs and transients.
This is because they are placed in normally exposed and
elevated locations (i.e., on top of mountains, near tall
towers and on top of tall buildings), where the lightning
is looking for the path of least resistance to ground.
LEMPs/transients striking on any of the aforementioned sites could cause death/injury to personnel, damage to equipment/buildings/structures, loss of service
leading to inadequate availability of the network and
loss of stored data/corruption of stored data, resulting in
loss of revenue due to operational down time and loss of
image in the competitive operator environment.

Protection strategy
An analysis of damages shows that no single technology or protection device could possibly provide immunity from lightning and transients. What is needed is an
integrated approach for protection.
The purpose of lightning protection is to control and
direct the lightning surge energy safely to ground via a
separate and preferred solid path, so that it does the
least amount of harm/damage to the installation, protects the people as well as the structures and reduces
the electromagnetic field. No one can predict if the
installation will or will not survive, since the intensity of
a hit is such a variable factor.
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Statistics show that about 50 percent of all strikes
have a first strike of at least 16 kA, 10 percent exceed
the 65 kA level and only 1 percent exceed 140 kA. The
largest strike ever recorded was nearly 400 kA.
How does one know that a strike has not occurred?
Undamaged equipment is not a true indicator, since it
takes only one strike to damage it. However, if lightning
protection was installed, then there is a reasonable
chance the equipment will be saved.
The well-known basic principles of protecting electronic equipment against lightning are: shielding to
reduce the electromagnetic interference through
Faraday cage/reinforced concrete/screened cables, bonding to reduce the potential difference between the metal
parts and systems inside the volume to be protected
against lightning and grounding to safely discharge the
captured energy.

Lightning protection zones
The protection plan against lightning and transients
would include capturing the direct lightning strike at
the highest point of the site and conducting it safely to
the ground and protecting power, communication and
signal lines. The areas to be protected against lightning
strikes at any site should be divided into lightning protection zones (LPZs) in order to define and control volumes of different LEMP severities and designate locations for bonding points on the zonal boundaries, as per
IEC 61312-1. These zones will be characterized by significant changes in the electromagnetic conditions at
their respective boundaries.
Figure 1 gives an example of dividing a typical communication site into several LPZs for the purpose of
defining the threat, providing protection and assigning
the safest location for the same. A brekdown:
LPZ OA — Lightning striking the communication
site is captured by the lightning protection rod provided
at the highest point of the site. The captured LEMPs
would be discharged to earth through the site earthing
conductor and the earthing resistor network Re1/Re2.
The escaping LEMPs would be captured in the subsequent downstream LPZs as explained below.
LPZ OB — The dotted red line in Figure 1 shows the
imaginary boundary between LPZ OA and LPZ OB ,
which is determined by the rolling sphere principle in
accordance with IEC 61024 and the selected protection
class. Since the various antennas, aircraft warning
lights on the tower and overhead power lines are located outdoors without any shield in this site, they would
be classified as in LPZ OB.
LPZ 1 — Communication building is the structure
representing Outer Shield 1 for LPZ 1 with local
Bonding Bar 1 (BB1) as the interface provided at the
boundaries of LPZ OA, LPZ OB and LPZ 1. For opti-

▲ Figure 1. A typical communication site divided into several LPZs to define the threat to the equipment, provide protection and assign the safest location for each protection.
(Figure created by Huber+Suhner, Switzerland.)

mum protection, all electric supply and communication
signal lines from LPZ OB shall enter the protected volume (i.e., LPZ 1 at one point), where they must be connected to BB1 by the surge protection devices.
Protection devices installed inside BB1 shall ensure that
LEMPs and transients entering through it shall be discharged to the earthing system and thus equalizing the
potential difference between LPZ OA, LPZ OB and LP
Z1. Mains and data lines shall leave through LPZ 1.
Wherever cables pass from one LPZ to another, the
bonding must be executed at each boundary.
LPZ 2 — If a further reduction of the current or electric field is necessary, additional subsequent zones, such
as LPZ 2, must be established and constructed in such a
way that partial lightning currents are neither transferred into this volume nor allowed to pass through it.
Inner Shield 2 should be provided at the entrance of the
computer room in LPZ 2 and bonded to local Bonding
Bar 2 (BB2), which is the interface provided at the
boundaries of LPZ 1 and LPZ 2. These devices form the
fine protection system, which complements the standard protection ensured by LPZ 1.
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